A Next Generation Engagement System For Leaders of Transformation & Innovation

Based on almost three decades of leading research into group dynamics and collective intelligence, ThinkTank Digital Engagement Platform is redefining the Consulting, Professional Services and Enterprise Transformation universe.

Unlike the antiquated analog tools in place today (flipcharts, sticky notes or spreadsheets), a ThinkSpace group engagement is 100% digital. The interactive process is finely tuned to encourage, support and elevate the right number of truly innovative ideas, winnowing them as needed to focus on those with real potential.
DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT BEGINS WITH THINKSPACES

ThinkTank Product Components

ThinkSpaces Digital Forum
Interactive ‘team space,’ for leaders and teams to convene, engage, align and execute, throughout the entire lifecycle of an engagement.
- Rapidly mobilize - using activity planning tools & best practice templates
- Instantly convene everyone - in a digital forum for real-time and asynchronous engagement
- Co-Create & Align – Collect requirements, input, ideas, opinions or vote using structured tools
- Uncover The Truth - Cut through politics and social bias with controllable anonymity to democratize ideation and decision making
- Shared ownership –accountability that creates buy-in and impassioned ‘startup nimble’ teams
- Succeed - Guide all team members and stakeholders to decisions and amazing outcomes

Collaboration Toolkit for Productivity & Decisions
For interaction, ideation and decision making.
- Interactive presentations
- Crowdsourcing & ideation
- Assessment, ranking & voting
- Knowledge & file sharing
- Reporting & analytics

Smart Solution Templates for Best Practice Execution
Providing paths and automated world-leading methodologies for rapid and repeatable execution.
- ThinkTank or 3rd Party expert generated
- Create recipes for repeatable & iterative projects
- Motivate and get more utilization out of less skilled resources
- Simplify knowledge transfer

Session Direction Planning & Activity Management
For all workshops, sessions and follow-ups.
- Plan the timeline of the entire engagement
- Pull from smart expert templates for agendas, ice-breakers, approach and more
- On-the-fly adaptability and adjust and reorder with progress and insights
- Identify conflicting project goals and facilitate total stakeholder alignment

The Collective Memory for Insight & Intelligence
- Digital Record of all ThinkSpace sessions; preserved for insights, intelligence and smarter future project execution.
- Records every step, contribution, decision or outcome
- Shareable, referenceable and data-mineable
- Conduct insightful project retrospectives
- Leverage data for continuous improvement